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Action Action Action Andro-Mod » Games » Mod » Drone : Shadow Strike 3 (MOD, Unlimited Money) Soldier! The eye in the sky is back, spreading in the air -- silent but deadly. Your enemies won't see you coming, and before they realize it, it's too late. Drone Shadow Strike 3 offers the most intense free-to-play drone reconnaissance simulation on mobile devices. Come in, get
ready and compete. Drone Shadow Strike is back with advanced warfare action and an advanced military arsenal to further push the excitement of first-person shooter games. Drone Shadow Strike 3 bears the legacy of its predecessor. It's time to enter the battlefield, strategize your moves, and test your skills to master endurance and bring peace to the world. Operate the world's
best UCVas and make your way through a series of action-packed secret missions, using ultra-high-tech equipment and weapons including rockets, missiles, cannons, etc. Stop enemy control, provide close air support, and raid enemy bases around the world before they take you out. Description: Drone Shadow Strike 3 - a new project by Reliance Big Entertainment and here is
the third installment of the popular action series. Players have once again offered the pilot who skips the role, which is in the enemy's airspace. Modern military technology and the constant development of unmanned aircraft have led the very concept of war to begin to change. And players will prove that there is a similar technique in the future. They wait for a variety of missions,
targets and numerous enemies, upgrade the system, acquire new weapons and much more. Features: * Simple and intuitive touch control * 44 missions in 7 realistic inspired campaigns * 4 weapon types and 21 ways to illuminate * 7 additional improvements * Games stored in the cloud via Facebook. The best FPS game is back with advanced warfare action and an advanced
military arsenal to promote the excitement of shooting games. Drone Shadow Strike 3 bears the legacy of its predecessor. It's time to enter the battlefield and test your skills in the most dynamic and intense first-person shooter. Features: * Check different types of UCVA, from prototypes to official aircraft * service! * Defend, survive, hit or escort * Intuitive touch controls simple and
easy * Control battle with your finger * 44 missions in 7 real-world inspired campaigns * 4 types of weapons and 21 ways to turn them on * 7 additional improvements * Dominate the battlefield with air strikes, nuclear weapons and more! Please download and install the MOD APK (Unlimited Money) version of Drone: Shadow Strike 3 on APKMODY. The game has many unique
planes and items, get them without spending too much effort to make money. Summary [ShowHide]Today, as the entertainment industry grows, many developers choose war as the object of product creation. Drone: Shadow Shadow 3 is one of them. It is released by Tilting Point, in the action category, under the theme of a piloting simulation of a reconnaissance aircraft. By
participating in this game, you will play the role of a soldier in a fierce war. You will be given commanders to destroy enemy bases and many other activities. Are you ready to go to war? Install Drone: Shadow Strike 3 on your Android device and start fighting now! Get ready for your mission! As soon as you join Drone: Shadow Strike 3, you're given the command to fly a
reconnaissance plane and protect army forces when they're trying to infiltrate the enemy base. This is also the main task you undertake during this game. In fact, I found that Drone: Shadow Strike 3 is quite similar to Zombie Gunship Survival. And if you've already played this game, it's easy to get confused that Drone: Shadow Strike 3 is a remake. But that's not really the case.
The game has its own features and fun. The mission system is dense, with multiple features, including real-time PvP events and modes. That's a lot not to be seen! In Drone: Shadow Strike 3, missions spread harder as you get deeper into the content. More targets, moving faster and faster to destroy. This game focuses on the speed and accuracy of the aim. In this regard, it is
similar to Zombie Gunship Survival. You'll need to show full control, aiming to win in each assigned mission. How to control controls in Drone: Shadow Strike 3 are quite simple, even players who have never played can easily master in a short time. The game console has two main functions, including weapon selection and shooting action. To shoot more accurately, you will move
the camera with the plane's viewfinder. Thanks to infrared devices installed on the camera, you can see the targets that need to be destroyed. To block the target, tap the destination, and then click the bullet icon to shoot. Everything will be done automatically. Professional Reconnaissance Aircraft SystemCurrently, Drone: Shadow Strike 3 has 10 aircraft models. They are
designed according to real models and you can test them in the workshop (Hangar). The MQ-1 Predator aircraft is provided by default for mission execution. But then, when you win the campaign bonus, you can use it to unlock new models like the XQ-52, MQ-9 Predator, Sea Avenger, or Bayraktar TB2. Every plane has its own price. You can use gold or dollar coins for payment.
Of course, the more expensive an airplane is, the more functionality, powerful and customizable it will be. Note that, in the workshop, the MQ-1C Gray Eagle can only be purchased when you are a Advanced. Upgrade and customizeAs missions become more difficult, you need good enough skills and a powerful aircraft to complete them. And here, we're not talking about the main
side. You can develop while playing multiple games. Instead, we'll talk about and customize the planes you want. Drone: Shadow Strike 3 is integrated with the update feature. Each aircraft has basic stats such as stealth, radar, defense, charging speed, and firepower. As you upgrade, these stats will go up to the next level, giving you plenty of benefits in battle. In addition, you can
also customize your plane by adding or replacing weapons. Weapons come in three types, including rockets, guns, and cannons. Mod APK version of Drone : Shadow Strike 3MOD functionUnlimited Money: Finance is a pain in games. And we provide this MOD APK version to fix them. You can buy more advanced aircraft and more powerful weapons. Download Drone : Shadow
Strike 3 MOD APK for AndroidThe world is destroyed by terrorists. Join Drone: Shadow Strike 3, join the army, and destroy terrorists now! - Drone: Shadow Strike 3 Mod Apk Unlimited Money - Hide-and-Peak Attack 3 is an incredibly cute and exciting action and aerial action game from Reliance Big Entertainment (UK) Private Limited for Android, which is released for free on
Google Play and as always We decided to introduce you for the first time in HackDl, and you will delight in fans of aerial combat games! The first and second versions of the game were released with the names of Drone Shadow Strike and Drone 2 Air Assault respectively, and are one of the most popular games in the Forex action category, and now it's time to introduce the third
version of the game with a number of new and impressive improvements to previous versions and top of the best version of this series of games! The third version of the game inspires previous versions to bring the best FPS gaming experience to your Android tablet or tablet; it's time to get into a breathtaking environment and battlefield and test your skills in an action game. Be
the first to experience the thrill! Like previous versions, you're in the role of commander of the world's best military battalion to manage and use the right weapons and resources on the battlefield! You have to take part in various special operations and overcome the battlefield and enemies with your high visibility! Elements like night vision cameras and various combat capabilities
are in place, with the only movement of your fingers you can command the greatest military force! If you are an entertainer with action games with special gameplay that can cling to your phone for hours, no doubt Drone: Shadow Strike 3 will catch your eye! HD graphics, great design, online multiplayer mode and addictive gameplay are all one of the things you can't stop playing!
Try it and tell me how much the point is worth? Some features of the action game Drone: Shadow 3 Android Apk Mods:Take part in a wide range of exciting missions Go through missions and achieve objectives with the help of special drones in 45 missions in 7 specific campaigns, inspired by the real world 4 types of weapons and 22 ways to overcome the Dominate the
Battlefield missions with air strikes, nuclear weapons, and other intuitive Touch Commands items; Battle command only with your fingertips! HD graphics with exciting soundtrack and addictive Drone: Shadow Strike 3 Mod Apk gameplay are now available on Google Play tens of thousands of times in a short time and have gained the entire 4.9 out of 5.0. Now we have released
the first official version of the game, with mods and data for download, which you can first view the gameplay and finally, if you want to download it from the high-speed servers with one click and for days Take the phone!* Optimizations and bug fixes. Drone: Shadow Strike 3 Mod ApkInstructions for installing and running the game:– Download and install the installation file first.
Download the data file and unpack it. Copy the com.reliancegames.drones3 folder to the Android/Obb path of internal memory.– Run the game and have fun! Free download Now Download the link for direct download MOD APK- 40 MBDownload Direct Download Link Data File- 229 MBDetta Diandroid version required: 2.3 and above Prices on the market (for information!): Free
Age of Play: +3 yearsDrone: Shadow Strike 3 MOD Unlimited Money apk apk
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